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For forty years after the publication from Shank and Ippen on the generation of subpicosecond laser pulses we are witnessing an explosion in the number of applications for ultrashort pulsed lasers (USPL). While some technologies are invented and applied in industry without delay, there has been a significant delay in the deployment of femtosecond lasers. Ultrashort pulsed lasers used to require a laboratory environment and in many cases included flowing laser dye solutions that made them extremely impractical. The development of chirped pulse amplification for solid state and fiber lasers2,3 has changed the landscape and has made available intense USPL sources that can be operated outside the laboratory. This in turn has opened numerous applications in the materials processing and medical devices markets. In this special section we present a collection of papers that is representative of some of the advancements and applications in USPL design and applications.

The development of commercial sources has enabled advanced manufacturing techniques that improve products and materials processing, led to advances in biomedical device fabrication and research, and even USPL-unique measurements and diagnostic methods. In the realm of basic research, ultrashort pulsed lasers have revolutionized our knowledge of the nature of chemical reactivity and molecular dynamics4—a subject that earned Professor Ahmed H. Zewail the Nobel Prize in Chemistry in 1999.5 Ultrafast lasers have also been implicated in the Nobel Prize to Professors Theodor W. Hansch and John L. Hall on the development of frequency combs and their use for ultra precise metrology.6

The articles in this special section can be separated into four categories. First, two of them cover the fundamental aspects on the interaction of USPL and matter: “Plasma enhancement of femtosecond laser-induced electromagnetic pulses at metal and dielectric surfaces,” by S. Varma et al., and “Interaction of near-infrared femtosecond laser pulses with biological materials in water,” by S. Varma et al.


Two papers discuss methods for metrology, measurement, compression and characterization of USPL sources: “Real-time single-shot measurement and correction of pulse phase and amplitude for ultrafast lasers,” by D. Pestov et al., and “Characteristics of an adjacent pulse repetition interval length as a scale for length,” by D. Wei and M. Aketagawa.


The collection of articles comprises a fascinating cross section of ultrashort pulsed laser applications and sources.
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